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Significant differences in the ratio between the helium-like carbon triplet lines 1S2S3SJ-
Is2p3p2 (2271.59 A) and ls2s3Srls2.p3p, (2277.63 A) have been reported previously in
spatially resolved spectroscopic measurements across (he TJ-I tokamak plasma [1,2], It has
been shown how such variations cannot be accounted for by electron collisional excitation,
de-excitation, and transition probabilities alone, while also ruling out effects due to line
blending arid recombination, but can be explained by the process of charge exchange
involving slow collisions between hydrogen-like carbon and neutral hydrogen atoms.
Equations that show how this process can create a non-statistical population among the 2p3P
levels were developed and were used in a model to reproduce the variations seen across the
plasma radius. Here we apply this model to new measurements made across the TJ-IU
torsatron.

In our work on the TJ-I tokamak, the UV line intensity measurements were centred about the
peak of the tokamak discharge. Hence no temporal information was available which allowed
us to trace the growth of the line ratio variations. In the present work, we describe an
experiment on the TJ-IU torsatron to obtain both temporally resolved as well spatially
resolved measurements for these line intensities. The torsatron is operated here using a 37.5
GHz gyrotron so that central electron temperatures of the order of a couple of hundred eV can
be achieved. These measurements are important as they may provide a better understanding of
the processes involved, especially that concerning the growth of the helium-like carbon line
ratio variations with the presence of hydrogen-like carbon in the plasma and the sensitivity of
these variations to the neutral hydrogen. Using the model developed previously we analyse
the results obtained from the experiment and we present a more comprehensive understanding
of the processes involved.
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